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A method is proposed for passing from Bloch's kinetic equations for the density matrix to the 
equations for the macroscopic magnetic moment of a nuclear system consisting of interacting 
spins. The method is applied to the problem of three equivalent particles of spin % coupled 
to each other by dipole-dipole interaction. The solution of the equations obtained is given. 

~E Boltzmann equation for the density matrix of 
a spin system1- 3 is used for the description of nu
clear magnetic absorption in the general case. 
Wangsness and Bloch have shown4 that in certain 
cases Bloch's phenomenological equation can be 
applied to the case of noninteracting spins. In this 
paper we shall give a method for passing from the 
equations for the density matrix to the system of 
equations for the expectation values of the spin 
functions in the general case. By eliminating from 
this system all the spin functions other than the 
components of the macroscopic magnetic moment 
we can obtain an equation analogous to Bloch's 
phenomenological equation containing higher deriv
atives with respect to time. Although, apparently, 
it is not possible to make the transition to the mac
roscopic equations in the general case, nevertheless 
in one special case it turns out to be possible to 
establish certain properties of the relaxation ma
trix for a system consisting of an arbitrary number 
of interacting spins. Moreover, investigation of 
specific problems by means of these equations will 
perhaps facilitate the understanding of the physical 
meaning of the relaxation coefficients in the equa
tion for the density matrix. 

For the description of the transition to the mac
roscopic equations we shall need the differential 
equation for the expectation value of the spin func
tion similar to the one obtained by Wangsness and 
Bloch in the discussion of a noninteracting system 
of spins. We shall start with the general equation 
for the density matrix for a spin system 2 .(here 
and subsequently we shall use the notation intro
duced by Bloch): 

~ (gv 1 o 1 g'v' > + i (gv l ££, oJ I g'v') = (gv I r (o) I g'v'), 

(gv I r (a) I g'v') = ~ ~ {2e1iP/kT,f~g· (vv'v'v"')(g 
p u"u"' 

+ p, v" I o lg' + p, v"')- r~g(vv"'v"v")(gv'" 1 o !gv') 

- fh· (v"'v'v"v') (gv I a I g'v"')}, 

fP. (vv'v•v"')= 1t ~ r TJu (f) TJu• (f- p) p (f) (gv, fu I GIg 
gg u.u'J 

+ p, v•; f- p, u')(g' + p, v"'; f- p, u'l G I g'v',fu) df. 

(1) 

Here (gv I a I g!v) is the density matrix of the spin 
system; g, v are the quantum numbers of the 
states of the spin system; f, u are the quantum 
numbers of the states of the heat reservoir; 71u (f) 
is the density of states of the heat reservoir with 
quantum numbers u; P (f) = exp ( - lif/kT); G is 
the operator describing the interaction of the spin 
system with the heat reservoir; E is the interac
tion energy of the spin system with the external 
magnetic field H. 

In order to simplify the subsequent presentation 
we shall consider a spin system consisting of 
equivalent particles of spin I coupled by dipole
dipole interaction. Then G has the form 

G = ~ I:1F;f', 't' = 0, ± 1, ± 2, (2) 
-r,s<t 

where s and t are numbers specifying the parti-
cles, 

I~t = J/Bfs [lszitz- ! (/;I; +I; I;}], If/= Itltz + Iszif, 

Itf2 = rfif; F~f =- VBfsCsf(l-3cos2 !lst), 
F ±l 3 C · () () ±i<l'sf sf = -2 st Sln sf COS st.e , 

F ±2 3 C sin2 () e±2•<~'sf sf =- 4 sf •f ' 
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where Cst = ti>yo/r~t• and 8st and <Pst are the 
angles specifying the orientation of the vector rst• 
between the positions of the particles s and t. 

We note that each term in the sum (2) induces 
transitions only between levels which are separated 
from each other by TW ( w = yH0 ). 

On substituting G in the form (2) into the ex
pression for r~g' we obtain 

fig· = LJ <I>;t, s•i'(gv I I.(~ I g 
't', sf, s't' 

+ 't'ro, v") (g' + 't'ro, v'" I I;'t' I g'v'), (3) 

<I>;t, s't' = lt 2J ~ Tlu (f) Tlu• (f- 't'ro) P (f) (fu I F;t If- 't'ro, u') 
u, u' 

X (f- 't'ro, u' IF;;;; I fu) df. 

On taking into account the remark made with re
spect to the operators I~t• we obtain 

2J (gv 1 r;/ I g + -rro, v") (g + -rro, v" 1 Q I g'v') 
v• 

= (gv I r;tQ 1 g'v'> (4) 

(here Q is an arbitrary spin operator). This re
lation enables us to write Eq. (1) in operator form 

~ + i [E, a]= ~ <I>;t, s•d2efhJ;/ al;•t• 
't', sf, s't' 

(5) 

where {3 = tiw/kT. Then on multiplying both sides 
of (5) by the spin function and on obtaining the ex
pectation values of the spin functions we can obtain 
the following equation 

d <Q> I dt =- i ([Q, £]) + ~ <I>;t, s't' (I;t~ [Q, I;·t·l 

+ [/;/~, Q]J;.t'), 

where 

't', st, s't' 

(Q) = Tr (Qa). 

(6) 

If into this equation we substitute in place of Q 
the operator for the magnetic moment M, then on 
the right hand side we obtain the expectation value 
of a certain polynomial in the spin operators of the 
system under discussion. On substituting now into 
(6) these polynomials in place of Q we shall obtain 
a system of coupled equations which will contain 
expectation values of certain spin polynomials. It 
can be easily seen that for a finite number of spins 
under consideration the degree of the polynomial 
will be finite, and consequently the system of equa
tions will be finite. Since for any spin system it is 
possible to obtain an equation analogous to (6), * 
then by the same method it is possible to obtain a 

*Bloch• has obtained such an equation in the most general 
form in the case of an arbitrary external magnetic field. 

system of macroscopic equations in the most gen
eral case. The number of linearly independent 
equations in the macroscopic system of equations 
will in the general case be of the same order as in 
the equation for the density matrix. However, in 
certain cases the number of spin functions related 
by the equations to the components of the magnetic 
moment may be greatly restricted by the conditions 
of the problem, while the system of equations for 
the density matrix contains the complete amount of 
information with regard to the spin system and, 
consequently, will be more complicated. 

By eliminating from the system of the macro
scopic differential equations of the first order all 
the spin functions with the exception of the magnetic 
moment we shall obtain an equation of high order 
with respect to the time derivatives, and nonlinear 
in the field. In the absence of an alternating field 
the equation for Mz, for example, must have the 
form 

JN)Mz 1 d(N-l)Mz , Mz- M" 
-(N) + T- (N 1) I ... + T = 0, (7) dt 1 dt - N 

where T1, T2 ••• TN are expressed in terms of 
the relaxation coefficients <I>, while N is deter
mined by the number of equations in the macro
scopic system of equations. The form of Eq. (7) 
clearly demonstrates the well known fact that the 
relaxation process for the components of the mag
netic moment of a complex spin system is, gener
ally speaking, described by a large number of 
exponentials. 

The macroscopic equations assume their sim
plest form in the case of a system of equivalent 
nuclei, when the relaxation coefficients do not de
pend on the index T. This occurs, for example, in 
a liquid with a sufficiently short correlation time 
Tc· Moreover, we shall assume that the tempera
ture is sufficiently high to satisfy the condition 
{3 « 1 (this is almost always satisfied). In this 
case Eq. (5) for the density matrix assumes the 
form (cf. for example references 2 and 5) 

~~ =- i [E, a]+ 2J <l>;t, s't' [l;t, [l;;i'., a- a0 ]]. (8) 
~. st. s't' 

Here a0 is the equilibrium density matrix. 
The coefficients <I>~t,s't' [cf. formula (3)] no 

longer depend on w, since we assume that WT « 1. 
For the expectation value of the spin function we 
obtain starting with Eq. (8) 

d <Q> 1 dt =- i <[Q, EJ> + s (Q), 

S (Q) = 2J <I>;t, s•d([I;t, [Q, !;;[".]])- ([l;t, [Q, I;;t".IJ)o}; 
~. ;1, s'l' (9) 

< > 0 denotes averaging with respect to the equili
brium density matrix. 
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As is well known (cf., for example, Ayant's 
paper6 ), the coefficients <I>~t,s't' are the quantum 
analogue of the spectral density of the correlation 
function of the quantities F~t· Assuming the mo
tion of the medium to be classical we can evaluate 
these functions when the molecule (the spin sys
tem under discussion) undergoes Brownian rota
tion. Such calculations have been carried out by 
Aleksandrov7 and by Hubbard. 5 By utilizing their 
calculations we can obtain in our case 

<P;t, s't' = (31i2r 4tc I I Or~tr;•r) (I- : sin2 -&) = <Pst. s'l'• (10) 

where -8- is the angle between the vectors rst and 
rs't'. It may be seen from this expression that the 
coefficients <I>~t,s't' do not depend on T and S (Q) 
may now be written in the form 

S (Q) = ~ <Pst s't' [ (Xst, s't' (Q))- (Xst, s'l' (Q))o], 
st, s't' 

2 

Xst,s•t•(Q)= ~ [/;t,[Q,I;;i;]], (11) 
't'=·-2 

We now show that Xst,s't'(Q) transform under ro
tations of the coordinate system in the same way 
as Q. In order to do this we consider the rotation 
of the coordinate system about any two axes (a 
rotation about a third axis may be expressed in 
terms of the rotations about the other two axes). 
We introduce Scp = exp (- icpiz) the operator for 
the rotation about the z axis through an angle cp 
and So = exp ( - i8Iy) the operator for the rotation 
about the y axis (here I = 1: sis ) . Then, on taking 
into account the rules for the transformation of 
the spin operators Ix, Iy, lz, it may be easily 
shown that 

where the following relations are satisfied by the 
qJ ( 0 ): 

q=; (8) = q; (8) = q~ (- 8), ~ q; (- 8) q~ (8) = 6.,),. (13) 

By utilizing (12) and (13), we obtain 

SaXst. s't' (Q) S;1 =X st. s't' (SaQS;1 ), 

S,Xst. s't' (Q) S;1 = X st. s't' (S,QS~-1 ). 
Thus, under the rotations Scp and s0 the spin func
tions Xst,s't' ( Ix,y ,z) transform in the same way 
as Ix,y ,z· Since Xst,s't' (I) is the operator for a 
vector quantity, the commutation rules of I with 
this quantity are known. 8 By using them we obtain 

- i ([Xst, s't'• £]) = r [ (Xst. s•t•) H] (14) 

( y is the gyromagnetic ratio for the nuclei under 
consideration). On substituting into (9) the vector 
spin functions in place of Q we obtain on the right 
hand side the expectation value also of vector spin 

functions. As a result, the following system of 
macroscopic equations is obtained: 

N 

dx; I dt = r [x;H I - i~l (Xj- x~) I T;j' 

i=1.2, ... ,N, (15)* 

where Xi = M; Xj for j ~ 1 is the expectation value 
of a vector spin function (X~ is the equilibrium 
value of Xj ), such a function can only be a linear 
combination of quantities of the type 

(ls,lt,) (ls,lt,) ... (lsnltn) 1,; 

N is the number of linearly independent equations 
in the system (15), which is determined not only by 
the number of particles, but also by the nature of 
their position with respect to each other; the quan
tities 1/Tij consist of linear combinations of the 
relaxation coefficients <I>st,s't'· 

In the case when the system (15) contains only 
one equation for M we obtain the usual Bloch equa
tion with T1 = T2. 

In solving the system (15) it is very convenient 
to utilize the matrix form of notation. Such a form 
of notation has been utilized, for example, in the 
papers by Jaynes9 and Bloom10 in investigating 
Bloch's phenomenological equation. If we introduce 
the matrices 

(
[3 0 ... 0) 

B=o.~·.·.·.o, 
0 0 ... f3 

1 j_ (1 0 0 
-=- 010 , 
Tii Tii 0 0 J (16) 

where, as usual, xj = Xjx ± ix jy• H± = Hx ± iHy, 
then the system (15) can be written in the form 

(1t + f +B) X= f X0 • (17) 
It may be easily. seen that the matrices 1/T and 
B commute. This fact greatly simplifies the solu
tion of (17). Indeed, in this case one can immedi
ately obtain the general solution of (17) (similar to 
Jaynes' paper9 ) in the form 

t 

X(t)=u(t,O)X(O)+~u(t,t')dt' i X0 , 

0 

u (t, t') = R (t, t')exp {- 1-:;. I'}, 
t 

R (t, t') = exp {- ~ B (t") dt"}. (18) 
t' 

From this last expression it may be seen that the 
*[xiH] =Xi x H 
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determination of the operator R(t,t' ), associated 
with the external magnetic field, reduces to the 
similar problem for the Bloch equation. The eval
uation of the operator exp [- (t - t' )/T] reduces 
to the purely algebraic problem of the diagonaliza
tion of the matrix 1/T. 

As an illustration of the preceding discussion 
we consider the derivation of the macroscopic 
system of equations and its solution in the case of 
a molecule containing three protons which have the 
same gyromagnetic ratio and which are separated 
from each other by the same distance r ( CH3 

-group). The correlation time in the medium is 
assumed to be small,* TcW « 1. We shall start 
with Eq. (9) and expression (11) for S (Q ). Since 
in our system the distance between any pair of 
particles is equal to r, while the angles between 
any pair of vectors joining any one particle to the 
other two are equal to J = 60°, then it follows from 
formula (10) that 

{ 1, 
<I>sf, sf' = <I> _ lj8 , 

t = t' 
t:j=t' • (19) 

If in (19) we also take into account the fact that 

~ ~ u:f, rQ. I;;i;ll = + ~ w rQ. r'n = tx (Q), 
-r st. s't' 

where 

/ 0 = V8/ 3 [I;- i-WI- + I-r)J, I±1 = I±Iz + I.I±, 

then we can obtain for S ( Q ) the following expres
sion 

S (Q) =<I> {f ~ [(X sf, sf (Q))- (X sf, sf (Q))0 ] 

sf 

- ~[<X(Q))-(X(Q)>o]}· 
Then by utilizing the commutation relations 

[1., I;t] = -r:I;f, [Iz, I']= -r:r, 
2 

[I;f, I;('] = T (Isz + Ifz), ~ t: [!', r'] = 8J2I,- 6Iz, 
't=l 

we evaluate Xst,st ( yi) and X ( yi ). As a result of 
this we obtain for S ( y I) 

Here 

S (rl) =- (M- M0)/Tn + xjT1•· 

M=r<I), x=r<s>, s=(+I•- -¥)1, 
I /T11 = IO<I>, I /T12 =<I>. 

We have chosen the spin functions s in such a way 

*The problem of the relaxation of the magnetic moment of 
such a system was considered in references 5 and 7. 

that its expectation value with respect to the equili
brium density matrix is equal to zero. Then, on 
substituting into equation (9) Q = ys and on evalu
ating the commutators, we finally obtain the follow
ing system of equations 

dM M-Mo x 
dt = r [M H]- --r.;:- + T12' 

dx M-M0 x 
d- 1 = r[x H] +-T- --T , (20) 

21 22 

where 1/T,2i = 5~/16, 1/T22 = 17~/ 4. 
If from these equations we eliminate x then the 

equation for the magnetic moment will have the 
form 

d''M d [dM J ([i'i =r dt [M H] + r dt H -r2 [[M H] H] 

( 1 1' dM M-Mo 
- f' + T") dt - T'T" 

1 1 1) r o +r \r- + rn [M H]- Tu [M H], 

where 1/T' and 1/T" are the eigenvalues of the 
matrix 

( 1/Tu -f/T12) 
-f/T21 f/T22. 

By utilizing the matrix form of notation we can 
easily obtain the solution of the system (20) in the 
case of "slow passage" (the stationary solution 
when the external field is of the form Hx = Hi cos wt, 
Hy = - Hi sin wt, Hz = H0 ) and of the spin-echo 
signal (external transverse field consists of a 
series of consecutive pulses at the resonance fre
quency). In both cases the solution may be written 
in the form 

M _ T'T" [T11 - T" M , _ Tu- T' M .. J (21) 
- (T' - T") T u T" T T' T ' 

where MT is the solution of the phenomenological 
Bloch equation for the corresponding problem (cf., 
for example, references 9 and 10). 

It may be seen from formula (21) that by deter
mining experimentally the relative contribution to 
the relaxation of the times T' and T" we should 
obtain the same ratio given by l = ( T 11 - T' ) x 
T" I ( T 11 - T" ) T', both in the slow passage exper
iments, and also in methods associated with the 
spin echo technique. In the example considered by 
us l ~ 1/200, and, therefore, it will hardly be pos
sible to observe two relaxation times in experi
ments based on utilizing the solution (21). 
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